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Information transfer across CNS synapses depends
on the very low basal vesicle fusion rate and the
ability to rapidly upregulate that rate upon Ca2+
influx. We show that local electrostatic repulsion
participates in creating an energy barrier, which
limits spontaneous synaptic transmission. The bar-
rier amplitude is increased by negative charges
and decreased by positive charges on the SNARE-
complex surface. Strikingly, the effect of charges
on the barrier is additive and this extends to evoked
transmission, but with a shallower charge depen-
dence. Action potential-driven synaptic release is
equivalent to the abrupt addition of 35 positive
charges to the fusion machine. Within an electro-
static model for triggering, the Ca2+ sensor synapto-
tagmin-1 contributes 18 charges by binding Ca2+,
while also modulating the fusion barrier at rest.
Thus, the energy barrier for synaptic vesicle fusion
has a large electrostatic component, allowing syn-
aptotagmin-1 to act as an electrostatic switch and
modulator to trigger vesicle fusion.
INTRODUCTION
One of themain evolutionary adaptations for the unsurpassed in-
formation processing capacity of the mammalian brain is the
ability of CNS synapses to rapidly and effectively transfer infor-
mation to the postsynaptic cell (Sudhof, 2004). For information
to be preserved, it is imperative that transmission faithfully re-
ports on the arrival of an action potential in the presynapse
and that the neurotransmitter arrives at postsynaptic receptors
with a minimal delay. This depends on two synaptic properties:
1) a large difference between vesicular release rates at rest
and during action potential stimulation, which can reach 7 orders
of magnitude (Schneggenburger and Rosenmund, 2015), and 2)
a mechanism by which the vesicular release rate can be upregu-
lated by an action potential within a fraction of a millisecond.
When stated in terms of energy (Schotten et al., 2015), an energy2340 Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352, February 26, 2019 ª 2019 The Aut
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://barrier of sufficient height must exist to limit synaptic vesicle
fusion at rest, and this energy barrier must be very rapidly and
substantially lowered upon arrival of an action potential. The as-
sembly of the SNARE complex provides the energy needed to
overcome the energy barrier for vesicle fusion (Jahn and Fassha-
uer, 2012); this complex becomes at least partly assembled dur-
ing vesicle priming (Walter et al., 2010). The mechanism that
lowers the energy barrier involves Ca2+ binding to synaptotag-
min, the Ca2+ sensor for exocytosis (S€udhof, 2013).
Whereas synaptic release involves an abrupt and substantial
lowering of the fusionbarrier, factorsmodulating synaptic release
might do so by inducing more subtle changes; an example is
phorbol esters, which mildly lower the barrier (Schotten et al.,
2015). Several other factors that modulate the energy barrier
have been identified, including Munc13-1 (Basu et al., 2007),
complexin (Xue et al., 2010), and syntaxin-1 (Gerber et al.,
2008). Due to the exponential Arrhenius relationship between en-
ergy barrier and reaction rate, the combination of such factors
leads to supra-linear (multiplicative) effects on fusion rates
(Schotten et al., 2015). However, the nature of the fusion barrier
and its relationship to release triggering remains unclear. Early
data showed that secretory vesicles and the plasma membrane
are negatively charged (Matthews et al., 1972). This resulted in
the suggestion that repulsive interactions between negative elec-
trical fields prevent fusion at rest and charge-shielding induced
by Ca2+ is necessary for fusion (Matthews et al., 1972). Synapto-
tagmin-1 (syt-1), a vesicular protein with two Ca2+-binding C2
domains, acts as theCa2+sensor for exocytosis (Ferna´ndez-Cha-
co´n et al., 2001). The tips of the C2 domains of syt-1 contain ‘‘top
pockets’’ with negatively charged aspartates; uponCa2+ binding,
the electrostatic potential of these binding sites becomes more
positive, allowing syt-1 to act as an electrostatic switch (Shao
et al., 1997). Syt-1 is implicated in several events leading up to
membrane fusion: membrane cross-linking (Arac¸ et al., 2006;
Chang et al., 2018), membrane bending (Hui et al., 2009;Martens
et al., 2007), formation of the target-SNARE (t-SNARE) dimer, or
the vesicle- or target-SNARE (v/t-SNARE) complex (Bhalla et al.,
2006; Li et al., 2017), binding of phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bi-
sphosphate (Bai et al., 2004; Honigmann et al., 2013; van den
Bogaart et al., 2012), interaction with complexin (Krishnakumar
et al., 2011; Trimbuch and Rosenmund, 2016), and oligomeriza-
tion leading to a ring-like assembly (Wang et al., 2017; Zanettihors.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Changing the Surface Charge of the SNARE Complex
(A) The structure of the SNARE complex (pdb-file: 1SFC (Sutton et al., 1998), rendered by PyMOL) and membranes. In cyan: syntaxin; purple: VAMP2; orange:
SNAP-25 SN1 (first SNARE motif); yellow: SNAP-25 SN2 (second SNARE motif).
(B) Electrostatic surface charge maps of WT complex and 4E and 4Kmutated complexes, calculated using the Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (Baker et al.,
2001) within PyMOL.
(C) On top: SNAP-25B WT sequence of residues 177–206 (the C-terminal end). Below: sequence of mutants. Mutated residues are underlined. Right: expected
change in number of fixed charges compared to WT.
See also Figure S1.et al., 2016). As the end result, a fusion pore opens to release the
neurotransmitter (Chang et al., 2017). Although syt-1 is involved
inmany functions, Ca2+ binding to the top pockets is the decisive
event; the consequential switch in electrostatic potential is
instantaneous and could be harnessed to cause fast fusion trig-
gering, providing that the energy barrier for fusion depends on
electrostatic potential.
If the energy barrier for synaptic vesicle fusion consists at least
partly of repulsion between negative charges, then negative and
positive fixed charges on the fusion machinery should have
opposite effects: the former should increase the energy barrier,
whereas the latter should decrease its amplitude. Indeed, it
was reported that positive charges within the accessory helix
of complexin increased the rate of spontaneous vesicle fusion
in the synapse, whereas negative charges decreased the fre-
quency (Trimbuch et al., 2014). In addition, the SNARE complex
itself might be involved. To test this hypothesis, we made muta-
tions to render the SNARE complex more negatively or posi-
tively, charged (Figures 1A and 1B). Through the analysis of
such mutants in a clean genetic background in living cells, and
in vitro, we demonstrate that the energy barrier amplitude scales
with the SNARE-complex surface charge. This leads us to sug-
gest an electrostatic triggering model, which provides a quanti-
tative framework for interpreting electrostatic effects. Using
this model, we estimate the total number of charges involved
in triggering and quantify two different electrostatic roles of
syt-1: that of a switch, and that of an electrostatic modulator.
Overall, our work allows a detailed understanding of how the
fusion machinery acts on an electrostatic energy barrier to
ensure both a large dynamic range and fast synaptic triggering.RESULTS
To test the hypothesis that repulsion between negative charges
limits synaptic release, we focused on the SNARE complex. TheSNARE complex has overall negative surface charge, except for
the terminal parts (Figures 1A and 1B). The surface charge of the
fusion machine might affect the fusion barrier when placed be-
tween two negatively charged membranes. To investigate this,
we placed mutations in the C-terminal half of the second SNARE
domain in SNAP-25 (denoted SN2), which does not interact
directly with syt-1 (Brewer et al., 2015; Schupp et al., 2016;
Zhou et al., 2015, 2017) or complexin (Chen et al., 2002). To
avoid destabilizing the SNARE-complex, we mutated amino
acid residues with side chains facing outward (Sutton et al.,
1998) (Figure 1A). We substituted with glutamic acid to create
three negatively charged mutants: S187E/T190E, R198E/
K201E, and S187E/T190E/R198E/K201E (denoted ‘‘4E’’). Like-
wise, we constructed three positive mutants: E183K/S187K,
T190K/E194K, and E183K/S187K/T190K/E194K (‘‘4K’’). The
charge changes compared to the wild-type (WT) complex
ranged from 6 charges in the 4E mutation to +6 charges in
the 4K mutation (Figure 1C). The 4E and 4K mutations strongly
changed the surface charge of the SNAREcomplex (Figure 1B),
as calculated by an Adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann Solver (Baker
et al., 2001). Unfolding experiments showed that the stability of
the complex was unperturbed by the 4E or 4K mutations
(Figure S1A).The Surface Charge of the SNARE Complex Affects
Spontaneous and Evoked Release
Lentiviral infection was used to express mutant and WT EGFP-
fused constructs in SNAP-25 knockout (KO) neurons (Delgado-
Martı´nez et al., 2007). All constructs were expressed in excess
of the endogenous expression level (Figure S1B). Hippocampal
glutamatergic neurons were kept in autaptic culture (Bekkers
and Stevens, 1991), and spontaneous release was recorded at
a holding potential of 70 mV (Figures 2A and 2E). We observed
a decrease in the spontaneous release frequency with all three
negatively charged mutations (Figure 2B), which was strongestCell Reports 26, 2340–2352, February 26, 2019 2341
for the 4Emutation. In stark contrast, positively chargedmutants
strongly increased the spontaneous release frequencies (Figures
2E and 2F). The amplitudes of the spontaneous events were not
different between the groups (Figures S2A and S2B), indicating
that the mutations act presynaptically. Because the sponta-
neous frequency depends on the number of available synaptic
vesicles, we calculated the release rate constants (the release
rate of a single synaptic vesicle) by normalizing to the readily
releasable pool (RRP) size. We assessed the RRP size by
applying a hypertonic shock (Figures 2C and 2G) of 500 mOsm
sucrose (Rosenmund and Stevens, 1996). The RRP size was un-
affected by the introduction of negative surface charge (Fig-
ure 2D), whereas it was progressively decreased by positive
charges (Figure 2H). The mutations did not affect RRP recovery
(Figures S2C and S2D). The normalized spontaneous release
rates were plotted as a function of the induced change in
SNARE-complex surface charge (Figure 2I), which revealed an
exponential relationship. A linear relationship was found after a
log10-transform of the release rates (Figure 2J) (a test of the hy-
pothesis that the slope is zero yielded p = 0.0002). Strikingly,
the linear relationship accounted for 95% of the variation be-
tween mutations (r2 = 0.949). Arrhenius’ equation describes the
relationship between release rate constant and energy barrier:
release rate constant =A,exp
Ea
kBT

where Ea is the energy barrier, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and
T the absolute temperature. A depends on the rate of collision.
Arrhenius’ equation is linearized by a logarithm transform, which
together with our data in Figure 2J strongly suggests the simple
interpretation that the charge of the SNARE complex affects the
energy barrier for spontaneous fusion in an additive manner,
increasing it by negative charges and decreasing it by positive
charges.
Evoked excitatory post-synaptic currents (EPSCs) were initi-
ated by brief depolarizations (Figures 2K and 2N). As with the
spontaneous frequency, the glutamate mutations caused a
graded decrease in EPSC size, with the 4E mutation displaying
only20%of theWT amplitude (Figure 2L). The lysine mutations
yielded a more complex picture (Figure 2O), due to the smaller
RRP size. To obtain a measure of evoked release that can be
compared to the spontaneous release rate, we calculated the
evoked peak release rate by using deconvolution (Figure S2E;
Methods). This rate was normalized to RRP size, yielding the
normalized peak release rate (i.e., the peak release rate of a sin-
gle synaptic vesicle), which increased exponentially as a function
of SNARE-complex surface charge (Figure 2Q), with noticeable
scatter between points (i.e., mutations). Transforming the rates
logarithmic resulted in a near-linear relationship (Figure 2R) (the
hypothesis that the slope is zero, p = 0.014), which explained
73% of the variation between mutations (r2 = 0.731). The vesic-
ular release probability displayed a similar dependence (Fig-
ure S2F). We also stimulated neurons with 20-Hz trains (Figures
2M and 2P). Lower release probability is expected to lead to
facilitation during trains, whereas higher release probability
should lead to stronger depression (Zucker and Regehr, 2002).
Indeed, the glutamate mutations displayed a shift toward less2342 Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352, February 26, 2019depression or facilitation (Figure 2M), whereas for the 4K muta-
tion depression was stronger than in the WT (Figure 2P). Thus,
evoked release also depends on the SNARE-complex surface
charge, but the slope of the linear relationship was less steep
for evoked (0.0633 ± 0.011 log(s1)/charge) (Figure 2R) than for
spontaneous release (0.234 ± 0.024 log(s1)/charge) (Figure 2J).
We will return to the significance of the different slopes below.
Fixed Charges on the SNARE Complex Affect the Fusion
Barrier
The application of a hypertonic sucrose solution to trigger
release is used to assess the energy barrier for fusion (Basu
et al., 2007; Schotten et al., 2015). The ratio of the vesicular
pool released by a submaximal (typically 250 mM sucrose) and
a supramaximal (500 mM sucrose) stimulus depends directly
on the energy barrier (Schotten et al., 2015). Figure 3A summa-
rizes the results using dual sucrose pulses (mean traces are dis-
played). To identify the released pool and distinguish it from
ongoing refilling, or current independent of release, we identified
the plateau and performed back-extrapolation. The identified
pools are indicated as gray (readily releasable pool as deter-
mined by 500 MOsm sucrose [RRP500]) and purple (RRP250)
areas. The RRP250/RRP500 ratio displayed a sigmoid-shaped in-
crease as a function of the SNARE-complex surface charge (Fig-
ures 3A and 3B), with the WT complex in the middle of the curve,
indicating that the energy barrier was affected in both directions
and in a graded manner by charge. Another parameter, which
might depend very sensitively on the energy barrier, is the timing
of the peak of the sucrose trace. Indeed, we found that positive
charges on the SNARE complex moved the peak of the RRP250
pool to earlier times and, thus, strongly reduced the difference in
time-to-peak for the RRP500 and the RRP250 pool (Figure 3C). As
sucrose is a calcium-independent stimulus (Rosenmund and
Stevens, 1996), these data demonstrate that the mutations
change synaptic release by acting on the energy barrier for
vesicle fusion.
The Effect of SNARE-Complex Surface Charge Is
Reproduced In Vitro in a Minimal System
To investigate the minimal requirements for the additive effect of
the SNARE-complex charge on the energy barrier, wemonitored
vesicle fusion in a well-characterized in vitro system (Kedar et al.,
2015;Malsam et al., 2012). Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) car-
rying VAMP2 and syt-1 were brought to fuse with giant unilamel-
lar vesicles (GUVs) carrying syntaxin-1 in the presence of soluble
SNAP-25 (Figure 4A). Strikingly, fusion before the Ca2+ trigger
(i.e., at zero Ca2+) was strongly modified by the SNAP-25 charge
mutations (Figure 4B), and once again, a linear relationship
between the log10 of the maximal prestimulation rate and the
SNARE-complex charge was identified (Figure 4C) (r2 = 0.938;
the slope was significantly different from zero, p = 0.0003). In
the presence of complexin, spontaneous release before the
Ca2+ trigger was clamped (Malsam et al., 2012), but the linear
relationship between log(rate) and charge was preserved, with
a steeper slope (Figure S3B). As a control, we repeated the ex-
periments with preformed t-SNAREs (using WT SNAP-25) and
added the soluble 4Kmutant to the buffer. However, under these
conditions, the 4K mutation was without effect, establishing that
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Figure 2. The Surface Charge of the SNARE Complex Affects Spontaneous and Evoked Synaptic Transmission
(A) Spontaneous release for WT, S187E/T190E, R198E/K201E, and 4E mutants.
(B) The mEPSC frequencies were decreased by all three mutants. See also Figure S2A.
(C) Example traces of 5 s sucrose pulse (500 mOsm) stimulations. See also Figure S2C.
(D) The RRP size was unchanged in the glutamate mutants.
(E) Spontaneous release for WT, E183K/S187K, T190K/E194K, and 4K mutants.
(F) Positively charged mutants augmented spontaneous release rates. See also Figure S2B.
(G) Example sucrose traces (5 s application).
(H) The RRP size was significantly reduced by the 4K mutant. See also Figure S2D.
(I) Normalized rate constant for spontaneous release plotted against the charge change (DZ) introduced by mutation, together with a fitted exponential growth
equation (dotted line).
(J) A log10 transform of the normalized spontaneous release rates led to a near-linear relationship (linear regression; r
2 = 0.949; the slope was significantly different
from zero, p = 0.0002).
(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 3. The SNARE Complex Charge Af-
fects the Fusion Barrier for Release
(A) Average sucrose traces for the WT and the
mutants. The WT condition was measured twice;
once in parallel with the negative mutations (top
left), and once in parallel with the positive muta-
tions (top right). Each cell was stimulated by 250
mOsm and 500 mOsm sucrose. The 500 mOsm
sucrose pool is shown in gray, and the 250 mOsm
sucrose pool is shown in purple.
(B) The ratio of the 250 mOsm and the 500 mOsm
pool depends on the charge of the SNARE com-
plex. Line is the fit of a sigmoid curve, with half-
maximal value at 0.04 charges, i.e., close to the
WT value.
(C) The time difference between the peaks of the
500 mOsm and 250 mOsm traces depends on the
charge of the SNARE complex. The line is a fit of an
exponential decay curve with a constant of 6.6
charges for a decay to 1/e of the original value.
Number of cells (n): WT for E mutations, 19;
S187E/T190E, 12; R198E/K201E, 18; 4E, 18; WT
for K mutations, 18; E183K/S187K, 23; T190K/
E194K, 24; 4K, 13.its stimulatory effect requires it to be part of the SNARE-complex
(Figure S3C). These data identify the SNAREs, syt-1, and the
phospholipids as the only requirements for the linear relationship
between log(rate) and SNARE-complex surface charge.
Modeling the Electrostatic Fusion Barrier to Account for
Spontaneous and Evoked Release
Because the energy barrier for fusion is reduced in a simple
manner by positive charges, we should be able to calculate the(K) Example traces of evoked EPSC (eEPSCs). Stimulation artifacts were removed.
(L) The EPSC amplitudes were progressively decreased by negative mutations.
(M) The response to a 20 Hz train shifted toward facilitation for negative mutations.
(N) Example evoked EPSCs for WT, E183K/S187K, T190K/E194K, and 4K mutants.
(O) The EPSC amplitudes for lysine mutations.
(P) The normalized response to a 20-Hz train displayed weaker depression for the E183K/S187K mutant bu
(Q) The normalized peak release rates plotted against the charge change (DZ) introduced bymutation, togethe
Figures S2E and S2F.
(R) A log10 transformof the peak release rates identified a near-linear relationship against the charge change of
p = 0.014 for the hypothesis that the slope is zero.)
Bar diagrams display mean ± SEM with the number of cells (n) indicated on each bar. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
2344 Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352, February 26, 2019number of positive charges, which we
would need to add to fuse the synaptic
vesicle with the evoked rate. This would
yield an estimate of how many Ca2+ ions
are required. To this end, we searched
for a simple model that would unify spon-
taneous and evoked release and account
for the different slopes of log(rate) versus
charge (Figures 5A and 5B). In doing so,
we implicitly assume that spontaneous
and evoked release originate from the
same vesicle pool (the RRP) (Schneggen-
burger and Rosenmund, 2015); another
view is that spontaneously fusing vesiclesoriginate from a separate pool (Kavalali et al., 2011).We note that
mutations within the C-terminal end of the SNARE complex
cause correlated reductions in spontaneous and evoked release
in autaptic neurons (Weber et al., 2010), indicating that release
requires full assembly of the neuronal SNARE complex in both
cases; hence, a single model accounting for spontaneous and
evoked release seems justified. Calcium uncaging experiments
have revealed that the presynaptic fusion rate saturates for
high stimulation strengths (Schneggenburger and Neher,t stronger depression for the 4K mutant.
r with a fitted exponential growth equation. See also
the SNARE complex. (Linear regression: r2 = 0.731;
***p < 0.001. See also Figure S2.
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Figure 4. The SNARE Complex Surface
Charge Affects Fusion Rates In Vitro
(A) The in vitro fusion assay included giant uni-
lamellar vesicles (GUVs) with reconstituted syn-
taxin-1 and small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) with
reconstituted VAMP2 and syt-1, and soluble
SNAP-25. The assay was carried in absence or
presence of complexin II (Cpx II). The mixture of
GUVs, SUVs, and SNAP-25 (1.8 mM) was incu-
bated for 5 min on ice, followed by 30 min at 37C
before Ca2+ was added to induce fusion and the
fusion was followed for another 30 min.
(B) Fluorescence readings (mean ± SEM, n = 3)
reporting on SUV-GUV fusion from all mutants and
WT SNAP-25 in absence of complexin. (Results
obtained in presence of Cpx II are shown in Fig-
ures S3A and S3B.)
(C) Plot of the logarithm of the maximal fusion rate
before the calcium trigger against the SNARE-
complex charge.
The line in (C) is the result of linear regression (r2 =
0.938; the slope was significantly different from
zero, p = 0.0003). See also Figure S3.2000). We, therefore, assumed that themain fusion barrier can at
most be reduced to the value Eb (b for basal) during triggering
(Figure 5A). We denote the energy barrier for spontaneous
release E0 (Figure 5A) and further assume that the addition of a
positive charge to the fusion machinery lowers the fusion barrier
height by a fixed fraction, f, of the difference between the current
energy barrier and the minimal barrier Eb. Thus, if Ez1 is a given
barrier, then Ez (the barrier when adding one more positive
charge) is given by:
Ez =Ez1  f,ðEz1  EbÞ
As positive charges are added, the energy levels are squeezed
against Eb, the minimal barrier (Figure 5A). Action-potential-
evoked release involves the addition of a number of positive
charges, DZev, to the fusion machinery, due to Ca
2+-influx. This
number can be estimated by fitting our model to spontaneous
and evoked rate data from WT and mutant SNARE complexes
while adding a number of positive charges (DZev) to the charge
for WT and mutant complexes in the evoked case. Thus, we
plot the normalized spontaneous and evoked release rates in
the same graph (Figure 5B) with a fixed number of charges
(DZev), separating spontaneous and evoked values. We varied
DZev, fitted the model, and quantified the deviation between
data and model in terms of the c2 values (insert to Figure 5B).
The deviation displayed a minimum for DZev at 35 charges.
The fitted model yields saturating rates and local slopes consis-
tent with both spontaneous and evoked release data (Figure 5B).
For fitted values, see the legend to Figure 5B. Our model
assumes that evoked release involves—or is equivalent to (see
Discussion)—the addition of 35 positive charges to lower an
electrostatic energy barrier. The evoked release rates we esti-
mated were somewhat higher than in a previous report (Rhee
et al., 2005). This can be due to a difference in filtering after de-
convolution or a different threshold for miniature event detection
(STAR Methods). If we reduce our WT evoked rate to match
those of Rhee et al., (2005), the DZev would be reduced to30–31 (Figures S4A and S4B). On the other hand, the Eb (basal
energy barrier) was given by the maximal fusion rate (6000 s1)
identified in the Calyx of Held (Schneggenburger and Neher,
2000). Although the same maximum rate was used to describe
rate - Ca2+ relationships from autaptic neurons (Burgalossi
et al., 2010), we speculated that the maximal rate might be
less in autapses than in the Calyx of Held, which is a very fast
synapse. Therefore, we explored the consequences of reducing
themaximal rate by a factor of five (to 1200 s1). This resulted in a
change of DZev to 38 (Figures S4C and S4D). Overall, DZev is
likely found in the interval 30–38.
The fixed charges on the fusion complex affect spontaneous
and evoked release in the same direction. We suggest the term
‘‘scaling charges’’ for such charges, as they scale the fusion bar-
rier; negative scaling charges increase (Figure 6A), whereas pos-
itive scaling charges decrease (Figure 6B) the barrier. They will,
therefore, decrease and increase the release rate, respectively.
Another type of negative charges—‘‘triggering charges’’—
reduce spontaneous release at rest, but during triggering, they
coordinate Ca2+ locally, resulting in one net positive charge
and an increase in release rates (Figure 6C). The effect of trig-
gering charges is to increase the dynamic range of synaptic
transmission. The Ca2+-binding pockets of the syt-1 C2 domains
are expected to contain triggering charges. The electrostatic
triggering model predicts that upon removal of the Ca2+ sensor,
spontaneous release rates should increase, whereas evoked
rates should be reduced, which is a well-known result when
deleting syt-1 or syt-2 (Chen et al., 2017; Courtney et al., 2018;
Kochubey and Schneggenburger, 2011; Littleton et al., 1994;
Liu et al., 2009; Pang et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2009).Synaptotagmin-1 As an Electrostatic Trigger and
Modulator
To quantify the role(s) of syt-1 in triggering within a purely elec-
trostatic model of triggering, we recorded from neurons from
syt-1 KOs and WT littermates (Figure S5). Interpolation withinCell Reports 26, 2340–2352, February 26, 2019 2345
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Figure 5. An Electrostatic Energy Barrier Model Can Account for Both Spontaneous and Evoked Release
(A) Energy landscapes for spontaneous (left) and evoked (right) release. Negative charges increase and positive charges decrease energy barriers. Evoked
release is associated with a lowering of the energy barrier as well as compression of the energy levels toward the minimal barrier, Eb, which is unaffected by
triggering. Bottom: equation accounting for the reduction in energy barrier by the addition of a single positive charge. Ez gives the energy level when z charges
(z an integer) are added compared to E0. Each positive charge lowers the energy barrier by the fraction f of the difference between the current energy level and Eb.
(B) Best fit of the model (blue line) to WT and mutant data (means ± SEM of log-transformed data) assuming that 35 charges separate the spontaneous and
evoked fusion barriers (DZev). The maximum rate was fixed at 6000 s
1 (Schneggenburger and Neher, 2000), and the best fit was obtained with the parameters
f = 0.031 and the rate of spontaneous release for the WT SNARE-complex at 0.00045 s1. Insert: c2 values reporting on deviation between model and data
assuming different numbers of charges separating the evoked and spontaneous fusion barriers. The plot has a minimum at 35 charges.
See also Figure S4.our model was used to determine a charge value corresponding
to each normalized (spontaneous and evoked) release rate.
For WT neurons, this resulted in a charge separation between
the spontaneous and evoked rates, DZev, of 35.7 charges
(Figure 6D), very close to the 35 charges obtained above. In
the syt-1 KO, spontaneous release rates were significantly
increased, whereas evoked rates were strongly reduced (Fig-
ure S5 and Figure 6D; see Discussion). Using our model to iden-
tify equivalent charge values, we found that in the syt-1 KO, 17.1
charges separate spontaneous from evoked release (Figure 6D).
These results imply that syt-1 adds a separation of 35.717.1 =
18.6 charges. Because each triggering charge adds a negative
charge at rest and a positive charge during stimulation, it contrib-
utes with two charges (corresponding to the charge of Ca2+) to
the separation of rates. Thus, syt-1 contributes 18.6/2 = 9.3 trig-
gering charges (Figure 6E). This estimate appears to agree with
the finding from crystallography that two molecules of syt-1
bind to a single SNARE complex (Zhou et al., 2017), as each
syt-1 binds up to five Ca2+-ions (Ferna´ndez-Chaco´n et al.,
2002); thus, from the structure alone, 2 3 5 = 10 triggering
chargeswould be expected, if all five Ca2+ ions bind during phys-
iological triggering.
A ‘‘pure trigger’’ would add only triggering charges to the
fusion machine, and upon its addition, the points for sponta-
neous and evoked release would shift away from each other
along the charge axis, while leaving the midpoint between
them unchanged (Figure 6C). However, this was not the case
for syt-1, as the midpoint shifted to the right in the presence
of syt-1, comparing to the syt-1 KO (Figure 6D). The implica-2346 Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352, February 26, 2019tion is that syt-1 also exerts a stimulatory effect independent
of triggering. This can be quantified as +5.9 scaling charges
present in syt-1 (Figures 6D and 6E). This finding is consistent
with the positive surface charge of syt-1 C2 domains (Arac¸
et al., 2006; Fernandez et al., 2001). The stimulating effect of
positive scaling charges on spontaneous release is offset by
the negative triggering charges that outnumber the scaling
charges (9.3 versus 5.9 charges), such that the overall effect
of syt-1 is to mildly inhibit spontaneous release, whereas
evoked release is stimulated much more strongly than if
syt-1 contained only triggering charges. Similar results were
obtained using a syt-1 knock down approach (Figure S6).
Overall, we conclude that within an electrostatic model, syt-1
acts in two ways on synaptic release: as an electrostatic
trigger, which causes an increase in dynamic range of the pre-
synapse, and as an electrostatic modulator, which increases
overall release rates.
DISCUSSION
We have provided evidence that the energy barrier for synaptic
vesicle fusion has a large electrostatic component and that the
surface charge of the fusion machinery itself strongly affects
the barrier amplitude. This conclusion is based on the linear rela-
tionship between the logarithm of release rates and the SNARE
surface charge, which is predicted by the Arrhenius equation
for a change in the energy barrier amplitude. It is further sup-
ported by the change in the ratio of the 250 and 500 mM sucrose
pool by the introduced charge, which is considered a hallmark
A B C
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Figure 6. Synaptotagmin-1 As an Electrostatic Trigger and Modulator
(A–C) The effect of charges in electrostatic triggering.
(A) A negative scaling charge is a charge present both before and during fusion. Addition of such a charge will displace the release rate versus charge relationship
to the left (i.e., from the filled to the open symbols), leading to lower spontaneous and evoked rates.
(B) A positive scaling charge is a charge present both before and during fusion. Addition of such a charge will displace the release rate versus charge relationship
to the right, leading to higher spontaneous and evoked rates.
(C) A triggering charge is a negative charge, which coordinates Ca2+ during triggering. Addition of a triggering charge reduces spontaneous rates but increases
evoked rates due to Ca2+ binding, leading to a larger dynamic range.
(D) Results from syt-1 WT (gray circles) and KO (green circles) neurons, plotted on top of the model (blue line, same model as in Figure 5B). Deletion of syt-1
significantly increased normalized spontaneous rates and strongly lowered evoked rates. The separation between spontaneous and evoked rates (DZev) was 35.7
charges for the WT, but 17.1 charges for the KO. In addition, the midpoint between spontaneous and evoked rates was displaced by 5.9 charges to the left in the
syt-1 KO. See also Figures S5 and S6.
(E) The number of scaling charges and triggering charges in syt-1 (see Synaptotagmin-1 as an Electrostatic Trigger and Modulator).
(F) Electrostatic triggering model. The lipids (gray) and the SNARE-complex (blue) form part of the fusion barrier by placing negative charges between the
membranes. The negative charges in syt-1’s Ca2+-binding sites also participate. Positive scaling charges are present on the syt-1 C2 domains. The SNARE
complex is pre-formed before arrival of the Ca2+-trigger, but its attractive forces are balanced by the electrostatic energy barrier. Upon Ca2+ binding to syt-1,
electrostatic repulsion is abruptly reduced, allowing the SNAREs to fuse themembranes. Note that each SNARE complex likely coordinates two syt-1 (Zhou et al.,
2017); for clarity, only one syt-1 per SNARE-complex is shown here. ***p < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U-test).for an energy barrier change (Schotten et al., 2015). The finding
was reproduced in an in vitro fusion system and, therefore, is a
property of the minimal fusion machinery in the presence of a
physiological membrane composition. We interpreted our phys-
iological data within a model, where we assumed that the lower
slope for evoked rates reflects that these rates are closer to satu-
ration. Thereby, we estimate that35 positive charges (or 30–38
charges using different assumptions) trigger evoked release. Wereplaced all SNAP-25 with mutated protein; thus, the numbers
we estimate are formally the number of charges per SNARE-
complex (actually: per SNAP-25molecule); several SNARE com-
plexes are involved in fast triggering (Mohrmann et al., 2010; Si-
nha et al., 2011). Our model describes the effect of a charge
change of the fusion machinery; it does not consider the Ca2+
concentration where such a change would take place, and it
can, therefore, be considered ‘‘downstream’’ or complementaryCell Reports 26, 2340–2352, February 26, 2019 2347
to models that include Ca2+ affinities (Lou et al., 2005; Sun et al.,
2007).
Following the identification of the crystal structure of the
neuronal SNARE-complex, it was suggested that the positive
surface charge close to the C-terminal endmight promote fusion
between negatively charged membranes (Montal, 1999; Sutton
et al., 1998), which was supported by studies of SNAP-25 resi-
dues R198 and K201 (Fang et al., 2015; Megighian et al.,
2010). However, the SNARE-complex bundle has a net negative
charge (Figure 1B) and our data show that the energy barrier for
fusion can be both up- and downregulated by changing the
SNARE surface charge. Thus, the electrostatics of the WT
SNARE-complex results in an intermediate fusion barrier, which
allows further modification by synaptotagmin and complexins.
Our model and findings agree with the increased spontaneous
release rates and mildly increased vesicular release probability
upon neutralization of D186 and D193 (Schupp et al., 2016).
The correlated effect on spontaneous and evoked release
when inserting negative or positive charges into the complexin
accessory helix also agrees with our model (Trimbuch et al.,
2014). Our findings further agree with the need for positive
charges in the juxtamembrane domain of VAMP2 (Williams
et al., 2009). Overall, these data identify electrostatic effects for
proteins that are as close to the fusion pore as the C-terminal
half of the SNARE-complex.
In our model, we assigned the same weight to all charges,
based on the striking observation of a linear relationship between
log(rate) and the net charge of the SNARE complex, which was
found for spontaneous release (r2 = 0.949), evoked release
(r2 = 0.731), in vitro fusion without complexin (r2 = 0.938), and
in vitro fusion with complexin (r2 = 0.940). Because the Debye
length in the intracellular solution is around a nanometer, but
the positions we mutated were dispersed over 3–4 nm along
the structure (Sutton et al., 1998), the charges are unlikely to
act on a common target at one end of the SNARE bundle (e.g.,
the fusion pore). Instead, our findings support models, where
the membranes interact directly with the SNARE-complex sur-
face along at least half its length (for instance see Fang and Lin-
dau (2014)), such that the charge effect is local. Even as our
model assigned the same weight to all charges, it is clear from
the scatter of individual mutations that the position of the charge
matters. For instance, the E183K/S187K was inferior to T190K/
E194K in both spontaneous, evoked and in vitro fusion, in spite
of having the same charge. Probably any mutation on the
SNARE-complex surface will also mildly affect the structure, sta-
bility, or formation kinetics of the SNARE layers locally, which
might account for this finding. The scatter between mutants
was largest for evoked release, corresponding to the lowest
value of r2 (0.731). This is expected because evoked release
depends most directly on the exact kinetics of C-terminal
SNARE assembly (Weber et al., 2010) and even the slightest
local perturbation will have large effects on the peak release rate.
We measured spontaneous and evoked release rates in the
presence and absence of syt-1. We found an increase in normal-
ized spontaneous release rates and a reduction in RRP size after
either syt-1 KO or knockdown (KD), consistent with previous
data using the syt-1 KD (Schupp et al., 2016). However, the
data from the syt-1 KO appear at odds with earlier reports of un-2348 Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352, February 26, 2019changed spontaneous release rates in autaptic neurons (Gep-
pert et al., 1994; Liu et al., 2009; Wierda and Sørensen, 2014).
We note that we measured larger RRPs and EPSC sizes than
in previous studies, perhaps indicating more mature neurons in
the current investigation. Our observation of reduced RRP size
in syt-1 KO or KD neurons feeds into the discussion of syt-1
priming functions (for discussion, see Chang et al., (2018)). The
increase in miniature excitatory post-synaptic current (mEPSC)
frequency and decreased RRP size in syt-1 KO autaptic neurons
has also been observed by others (L. Niels Cornelisse, personal
communication).
Our finding that the energy barrier for vesicle fusion has a
large electrostatic component is the necessary condition for
the ability of syt-1 to act in fusion as an electrostatic switch.
Assuming that the underlying model is unchanged in the syt-1
KO, we described two syt-1 functions: (1) it separates sponta-
neous and evoked release rates, resulting in a larger dynamic
range of release, and (2) it shifts the charge-midpoint between
spontaneous and evoked release to the right (Figure 6D). Within
the electrostatic barrier model, the first effect is due to the pres-
ence in syt-1 of triggering charges; negative charges, which in ef-
fect change polarity during fusion because they coordinate Ca2+.
Those charges will, therefore, inhibit spontaneous release, but
they will stimulate evoked release (Figure 6C), leading to a sep-
aration of spontaneous and evoked rates. The second effect is
consistent with scaling charges within syt-1, i.e., positive
charges, which are present throughout fusion, leading to an in-
crease in both spontaneous and evoked rates (Figure 6B). As a
result of the presence of both scaling and triggering charges
within syt-1, the effect of syt-1 on spontaneous release is
much weaker (approximately +6 scaling charges – 9 triggering
charges = 3 net charges reducing spontaneous release at
rest) than its effect on evoked release (+6 scaling charges + 9
triggering charges = +15 charges stimulating evoked release).
The simultaneous presence of triggering and scaling charges
within syt-1 ensures the maximal effect on evoked release. It is
important to note that scaling and triggering charges are addi-
tive; therefore, the 6 scaling charges in syt-1 is a net number.
Similarly, if a Ca2+-binding site consists of five aspartate residues
and binds to two Ca2+-ions (Ferna´ndez-Chaco´n et al., 2002),
then the site would formally have two triggering charges and
three scaling charges, but whether it is possible to assign a sin-
gle role (either scaling or triggering) to any particular charge is an
open question.
In the above, we assumed that syt-1’s effects on exocytosis
are all electrostatic. Non-electrostatic effects of syt-1 are implic-
itly included by their equivalent electrostatic effect. Syt-1 and
syt-2 are generally assumed to act as electrostatic switches,
and mutations of the Ca2+-coordinating aspartates in the C2 do-
mains are consistent with this function. A mutation, D229E, in
Drosophila, which inhibited Ca2+ binding to the C2A domain
without changing the charge of the binding pocket, inhibited
evoked release but did not change spontaneous release (Striegel
et al., 2012), as predicted for a triggering charge. Furthermore,
neutralization of three aspartates at the tip of the C2B domain
not only reduced evoked release but also unclamped sponta-
neous release when overexpressed (Zhou et al., 2017), which,
again, is consistent with the aspartates being triggering charges.
However, the complete picture of syt-1 mutagenesis is more
complicated because normalized release rates are generally
not reported and a number of mutations will interfere with syt-1
positioning, association with SNAREs/phosphatidylinositol-4,5-
bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2), oligomerization, and/or the ability to
compete with other sensors. Such mutations will affect the
placement of triggering and scaling charges for participation in
release, or the Ca2+ affinity of syt-1 (van den Bogaart et al.,
2012). Furthermore, some models assume that the C2 domains
undergo positional changes during triggering (Bai et al., 2016); in
this case, charges that affect the energy barrier for spontaneous
release might not affect the barrier for evoked release and vice
versa.
Syt-1 clamping of spontaneous release is found for both gluta-
matergic and GABAergic neurons (Courtney et al., 2018; Xu
et al., 2009); however, other higher-affinity Ca2+sensors (e.g.,
Doc2A, Doc2B, and syt-7) are involved in modulating sponta-
neous release rates or driving asynchronous release in different
neuronal types or under different conditions (Bacaj et al., 2013;
Courtney et al., 2018; Groffen et al., 2010; Luo and Sudhof,
2017; Pang et al., 2011). As these sensors also contain Ca2+-
binding C2 domains, they most likely work electrostatically, but
the switch to a Ca2+-bound form will take place at lower calcium
concentrations. Thus, alternative Ca2+ sensors might explain the
difference between the 17–18 triggering charges we estimate as
being involved in triggering (35 charges divided by two) in total,
and the 9–10 triggering charges contributed by syt-1. Alterna-
tively, some triggering charges might be contributed by nega-
tively charged phosphatidylserine, which is very abundant at
the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane and can coordinate
calcium ions (Martı´n-Molina et al., 2012). Indeed, it is well
known that Ca2+ can fuse protein-free phosphatidylserine vesi-
cles, whereas the ability of Mg2+ to do so is much lower (Bentz
et al., 1983).
If the SNARE complex is partly or fully assembled before the
arrival of the action potential, the balance between the attrac-
tive forces due to SNARE assembly, and the repulsive forces
due to electrostatic interaction will keep the vesicle in a stable
(primed) state (Figure 6F). The negative charge of the SNARE-
complex surface, the complexin accessory helix, and the net
3 charges added by syt-1 (see above) combine to prevent
fusion during this stage. Because the SNAREs are already ex-
erting force, fusion can be extremely fast when Ca2+ binds to
the triggering charges and reduces electrostatic repulsion. A
prediction of this arrangement is that mutation of positive
charges on the fusion machine should make the vesicle adopt
a position farther away from the membrane (due to more repul-
sion), which was indeed recently found in an electron micro-
scopic study upon mutation of the syt-1 R398/R399 or K325/
K327 (Chang et al., 2018). When the mutants were stimulated
with Ca2+, which causes a charge switch at the binding
pockets, the vesicles moved closer to the membrane (Chang
et al., 2018), as predicted from electrostatics.
We conclude that the energy barrier, which limits spontaneous
and evoked vesicle fusion has a large electrostatic component,
which can account for the effects of mutating charges and
Ca2+ triggering. The fusion complex, including at least the
SNAREs, complexin, and syt-1, is not only a fusion machine;by being electrically charged, the proteins shape the energy
barrier that they have to overcome. Syt-1 stands out for its
dual role: it stimulates release Ca2+-independently by providing
positive scaling charges, and in addition, it contains triggering
charges, which act to separate spontaneous and stimulated
release rates, causing a large dynamic range of synaptic release.
The instantaneous electrostatic switch in syt-1 upon Ca2+ bind-
ing in combination with the electrostatic energy barrier are the
prerequisites for a fast synaptic release.STAR+METHODS
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Animals
SNAP-25 KO C57/Bl6-mice and Synaptotagmin-1 KO C57/Bl6-mice: Heterozygous animals were routinely backcrossed to Bl6 to
generate new heterozygotes. The strain was kept in the heterozygous condition and timed pregnancies were used to recover
knockout embryos by caesarean section at embryonic day 18 (E18). Pregnant females were killed by cervical dislocation; embryos
of either sex were collected and killed by decapitation. Permission to keep and breed SNAP-25 and syt-1mice was obtained from the
Danish Animal Experiments Inspectorate and followed institutional guidelines as overseen by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC).e2 Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352.e1–e5, February 26, 2019
CD1 outbred mice stock: these were used to create astrocytic cultures and mass cultures for western blotting. Newborns (P0-P2)
of either sex were used. Pups were killed by decapitation.
Cell lines
HEK293-FT cells for production of lentiviruses were obtained from theMax-Planck-Institute for biophysical chemistry. The cells were
passaged once a week, and they were used between passage 11 and 25 for generation of lentiviral particles. The cells were kept in
DMEM+Glutamax (GIBCO, cat. 31966047) supplemented with Fetal Bovine Serum (GIBCO, cat. 10500064), Pen/Strep (GIBCO, cat.
15140122) and Geneticin G418 (GIBCO, cat. 11811064) at 37C in 5% CO2.
METHOD DETAILS
Proteins for in vitro experiments
All SNAP-25B mutants were subcloned into the E.coli expression plasmid pFP247 carrying an N-terminal His6-tag and into the bi-
cistronic plasmid pTW34 to co-express untagged rat syntaxin 1A and His6-tagged SNAP-25B. Protein expression and purification
were performed as described previously (Parlati et al., 1999). In addition, the following constructs were used: syntaxin 1A-His6 (pYS2;
(Schollmeier et al., 2011)), GST-tagged mouse VAMP2 (pSK28; (Kedar et al., 2015)), GST-tagged cytoplasmic domain of VAMP2
(pSK74; expression and purification as for pSK28 with the following modification: detergent was omitted from buffers), His6-tagged
rat synaptotagmin-1 (syt-1) lacking the lumenal domain (pLM6; (Mahal et al., 2002)) and His6-tagged human Cpx II (pMDL80; (Mal-
sam et al., 2012)).
Fusion assays
Protein reconstitution into liposomes and preparation of small and giant unilamellar vesicles (SUVs and GUVs) were done as
described previously (Schupp et al., 2016). Protein:lipid ratios VAMP2/syt-1 SUVs: VAMP2, 1:350, syt-1 1:800, syntaxin 1 GUVs:
1:800, t-SNAREGUVs 1:1000. Fusion reactions were performed as described previously (Kedar et al., 2015), with the followingmodi-
fication: fusion buffer contained 20mMMOPS (3-(N- morpholino)propanesulfonic acid)-KOH, pH 7.4, 135mMKCl, 1 mMDithiothrei-
tol. Fusion reactions were pre-incubated for 5 minutes on ice before starting measurements.
Temperature-dependent dissociation of the SNARE complex in SDS
Experiments were performed as described previously (Schupp et al., 2016), with the following modification: buffer contained 20 mM
MOPS (3-(N- morpholino)propanesulfonic acid)-KOH, pH 7.4, 135 mM KCl, 1% Octyl b-D-glucopyranoside, 1 mM Dithiothreitol.
Preparation of neuronal culture
Self-innervating (‘‘autaptic’’) hippocampal cultures were used (Bekkers and Stevens, 1991). Astrocytes were isolated from CD1
outbred mice (P0-P2). Pups were killed by decapitation and heads were placed in HBSS-HEPES medium (HBSS supplemented
with 1 M HEPES). The cortices were isolated from the brains and the meninges were removed (Dura, pia and arachnoid mater).
The cortices were chopped into smaller fragments and transferred to a tube containing 0.25% trypsin dissolved in 10% DMEM so-
lution (450mL Dulbecco’s MEMwith 10% Foetal calf serum, 20000 IU Penicillin, 20mg Streptomycin, 1%MEM non-essential Amino
Acids). Fragments were incubated for 15 min at 37C. Subsequently, inactivation medium (12,5 mg Albumin + 12,5 mg Trypsin-In-
hibitor in 10%DMEM) was added and the tissue washed with HBSS-HEPES. Tissue was triturated until a smooth cloudy suspension
appeared. Cells were plated in 80 mm2 flasks with pre-warmed 10% DMEM, one hemisphere per flask, and stored at 37C with 5%
CO2. Glial cells were ready to be used after 10 days.
Glass coverslips werewashed overnight in 1MHCl; for an hour in 1MNaOHandwashedwith water before storage in 96%ethanol.
Coverslips were covered in 0.15% agarose. Islands were made by stamping the coating mixture (3 parts acetic acid (17 mM), 1 part
collagen (4 mg/ml) and 1 part poly-D-lysine (0.5 mg/ml)) onto the glass coverslips using a custom rubber stamp. Glial cells were
washed with pre-warmed HBSS-HEPES. Trypsin was added and the flasks were incubated at 37C for 10 min. Cells were triturated
and counted with a B€urker chamber before plating onto the glass coverslip with 10%DMEM. After 2-5 days, neurons were plated on
the islands.
Neurons were isolated from either E18 SNAP-25 KO or WT mice, or P0-P1 CD1 mice. The SNAP-25 KO pups were obtained by
pairing two heterozygote animals, and the embryos were recovered at E18 by caesarean section. Pups were selected based on
the absence of motion after tactile stimulation and bloated neck (Washbourne et al., 2002); the genotype was confirmed by PCR
in all cases. The pups were killed by decapitation and heads were put in HBSS-HEPES medium. The cortices were isolated from
the brains and the meninges were removed. The hippocampi were cut from the cortices before being transferred to a tube containing
0.25% trypsin dissolved in HBSS-HEPES solution. Fragments were incubated for 20 min at 37C. Afterward, the tissue was washed
with HBSS-HEPES. The hippocampi were triturated and the cell count was determinedwith a B€urker chamber before plating onto the
glass coverslip. Cells were plated on the islands with NB medium (Neurobasal with 2% ml B-27, 1 M HEPES, 0,26% Glutamax,
14,3 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 20000 IU Penicillin, 20 mg Streptomycin) for the E18 pups or NB-A medium (Neurobasal-A with 2%
B27, 1% Glutamax 1, 20000 IU Penicillin, 20 mg Streptomycin) for the P0-P1.Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352.e1–e5, February 26, 2019 e3
Constructs and viruses
SNAP-25B was N-terminally fused to GFP and cloned into a pLenti construct with a CMV promoter (Delgado-Martı´nez et al., 2007).
Mutations were made using the QuikChange II XL kit (Agilent). Primers were ordered from TAGC Copenhagen. All mutations were
verified by sequencing before virus production. Viruses were prepared as previously described using transfection of HEK293FT-cells
(Naldini et al., 1996). Neurons were infected with lentiviruses on DIV 0-1.
Western Blotting
High density cortical cultures fromCD1mice were harvested on DIV 14 with RIPA (Sigma) and proteinase inhibitor (1 mg/ml) and then
centrifuged for 10 min at 17,0003 g (4C). The supernatant’s protein concentration was determined by a Pierce BCA protein assay
and read by a POLARstar Omega (BMGLabtech). A constant amount of reduced and denatured protein (suppliedwith Bolt LDSSam-
ple Buffer and Bolt Sample Reducing Agent; Thermo Fisher) was run on a Novex Bolt 4 – 12% Bis-Tris Plus Gel at 120 mV along with
SeeBlue Plus2 Prestained Standard (Thermo Fisher). Proteins were afterward transferred to an Amersham Hybond LFP 0.2 PVDF
membrane (GE Healthcare) at 26 V via an XCell II Blot Module wet transfer cell (Thermo Fisher) and the membrane was blocked
in 5% milk in 0.1% TBS-Tween 20 (TBST) for 1 h at room temperature. Incubation in primary antibodies (a-SNAP-25: mouse,
1:10000, SYSY 111011; a-VCP: mouse, 1:2000, ab11433) was performed overnight with 70 rpm shaking at 4C, followed by washing
in TBST (0.1%) and a 1 h incubation in secondary antibody (goat a-mouse-HRP: 1:10000, P0447, Dako). After washing, Pierce ECL
western blotting substrate was added and chemiluminescence was visualized with FluorChem E (Proteinsimple).
Electrophysiology
Autaptic cultures were used from DIV10 until DIV14. The intracellular pipette medium contained: KCl 136mM, HEPES 17.8 mM, Cre-
atine Phosphate 15 mM, Na-ATP 4mM, Creatine Phosphokinase 50 U, MgCl2 4.6 mM, EGTA 1 mM. The pH was adjusted to 7.4 with
NaOH, the osmolarity was 300 mOsm. The extracellular recording medium contained: NaCl 140 mM, KCl 2.4 mM, HEPES 10 mM,
Glucose 14mM,CaCl2 2mM,MgCl2 2mM. ThepHwas adjusted to 7.4withNaOH, the osmolaritywas300mOsm.AnAxioObserver
A1 invertedmicroscope (Zeiss) was used to visualize the cells. The recordings were performed at room temperature. An EPC9 ampli-
fier (HEKA)wasusedwith the recodingprogramPatchmaster v2.73 (HEKA). Traceswere filteredwith a 3kHzBessel low-pass filter and
datawere acquired at 20 kHz. The series resistancewas compensated to 70%.Glass pipetteswere freshly pulled on either a P-97 or a
P1000 pipette puller (Sutter Instruments) fromborosilicate glass capillaries. Pipets ranging from 2.5 to 4MUwere selected for record-
ings. Cells with starting access resistance above 10 MUwere rejected. Recordings were done in voltage clamp, with the holding po-
tential kept at70mV. Evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSC) were induced by raising the holding voltage to 0mV for 2ms.
Sucrosewasdissolved into the extracellular recordingmedium.Application to the cellswasdone using a custom-madebarrel system,
controlled by SF-77B perfusion fast step (Warner Instruments) controlled via digital output switches from the EPC9.
Analysis
Electrophysiological datawas analyzed in IGORpro (v6.21,WaveMetrics) using a custom-written script. mEPSCswere analyzedwith
MiniAnalysis (v6.0.7 Synaptosoft). Before deconvolution, the meanmEPSCwaveform from the cell in question was fitted with a func-
tion, which included one exponential for the onset, and two exponentials for the decay. This function was used to generate a mini
template used for deconvolution of the evoked EPSC measured from the same cell. Deconvolution was performed using a
custom-written procedure in IGOR Pro (ver. 6.37, Wavemetrics). Following deconvolution, the release rates were smoothed by a
binomial filter.
Mathematical model of the energy barrier
The model for the energy barrier is summarized in Figure 5A. It takes its starting point at a certain energy barrier level, E0, which is the
energy barrier governing spontaneous release. Any other energy barrier could be used as a starting point, with equivalent results. We
assume (assumption 1) that the addition of a positive charge to the fusion pore results in the lowering of the energy barrier by a fixed
fraction, f (0% f% 1), of the difference between the energy barrier in question and the minimal (basal) energy barrier, Eb. Adding one
positive charge to E0 yields E1:
E1 =E0  f,ðE0  EbÞ (eq.1)
Adding one positive charge to E1 yields E2:
E2 =E1  f,ðE1  EbÞ (eq.2a)
In the general case, adding one charge to Ez-1 yields Ez:
Ez =Ez1  f,ðEz1  EbÞ (eq.3)
where z > 0. Likewise, we can add negative charges to increase the barrier. We observe first that adding one positive charge to E-1
yields E0:
E0 =E1  f,ðE1  EbÞe4 Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352.e1–e5, February 26, 2019
Re-arranging gives
E1 = ðE0  f,EbÞ=ð1 fÞ
and in the general case:
Ez = ðEz+1  f,EbÞ=ð1 fÞ (eq.4)
where z < 0.
To account for both spontaneous and evoked release, themathematical model further assumes (assumption 2) that evoked release
involves (or is equivalent to) the addition of a number of positive charges to the barrier E0. Thus, for the WT case, we add an (initially
unknown) number of charges, DZev, such that the evoked release rate data are displaced to the right along the charge axis (Figure 5B
shows the situation with DZev = 35 charges). Similarly, for the mutations during evoked release we add DZev to the number of fixed
charges introduced/changed. To calculate release rate constants from the energy barriers we use Arrhenius’ equation:
release rate constant =A,exp
Ea
kBT

(eq.5)
where Ea is the presumed energy barrier, kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T the absolute temperature. A depends on the rate of colli-
sion. Because we are not interested in the absolute values of the energy barriers we do not need to consider the actual value of A (see
also below).
Fitting of model to data
The fitting of the model to data used a custom-written function using Equations 3 and 4 recursively in IGOR Pro (ver. 6.37, Wavemet-
rics) and a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm implemented in IGOR as the command FuncFit. The fitting involved rates over7 orders
of magnitude. For all points to be given similar weight we fitted to log-transformed rate data. The function therefore effectively fits in
the energy domain, while ignoring the parameter A in Arrhenius’ equation (or assuming that it is 1). Back transformation yielded the fit
as rate versus charge.
To estimate the number of charges associated with evoked release, DZev, we added a variable number of charges to the WT and
mutant situations, displacing the evoked data along the charge axis in Figure 5B. For each number of charges added, we fitted the
model to the data, and used the minimum of the c2-values to determine DZev, yielding the value 35 (insert to Figure 5B). This fitting
procedurewould not be stable if themaximum rate, corresponding to theminimal energy barrier, Eb, were allowed to vary.WhenDZev
is (too) low, the maximum rate would diverge toward infinity, which is not in agreement with Ca2+ uncaging data (Schneggenburger
and Neher, 2000), showing that fusion rates are finite. We therefore assumed (assumption 3) that the fusion barrier we study is the
same that is lowered by Ca2+, which allowed us to fix themaximal rate to the value obtained by Ca2+ uncaging, 6000 s-1 (Schneggen-
burger and Neher, 2000). The three free parameters of our model are therefore the spontaneous release rate, f, and DZev.
Estimating the number of charges associated with evoked release, DZev
The parameter DZev, which gives the number of positive charges equivalent to the effect of action potential triggering, has not been
estimated before. Our estimate relies on comparing the release rates for spontaneous release and evoked release, which are esti-
mated using different methods. The release rate constant for spontaneous release is straightforward to calculate, as the spontaneous
rate divided by the RRP size for each cell. The peak release rate constant depends on deconvolution of the evoked EPSCwith a fitted
mEPSC template based on spontaneous release from the same cell. This procedure involves the standard assumption that miniature
events do not change shape or amplitude during evoked release. Following deconvolution, the rates are smoothed, which will yield
lower peak release rates. We can compare our rates to those previously estimated for spontaneous and evoked release rates using
the same methods by the Rosenmund lab (Rhee et al., 2005). They estimated the ratio of the peak release rate and the spontaneous
release rate to 18,200. Our estimates yield a factor of 51,400. This might be partly accounted for by milder smoothing in our case, or
by a lower threshold for mini detection, which would yield a lower amplitude of the mEPSC template and therefore higher rates. We
investigated the effect of the lower ratio on the estimate of DZev, by scaling down our evoked rates by a factor 0.354 ( = 18,200/
51,400). Repeating the fitting of our model gave DZev = 30-31 (Figures S4A and S4B). Likewise, we fitted our model to data assuming
a lower value of the maximal rate (1200 s-1 instead of 6000 s-1); this yielded DZev = 38 (Figure S4C-D). Thus, we conclude that DZev, is
likely found in the range 30-38.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Graphs (bar and line) display mean ± SEM; for electrophysiological experiments n denotes the number of cells recorded and is given
either on the bars or in the legends. For in vitro experiments the number of replications was 3, as stated in the legends. Statistics were
performed using GraphPad Prism 5.01. Statistical differences between several groups were determined by a Kruskal-Wallis test.
If the test was significant, a post hoc Dunn test was performed to identify significant pairwise comparisons. Pairwise comparisons
were done using a Mann-Whitney U-test. Significance was assumed when p < 0.05 and the level of significance is indicated by
asterisk: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.Cell Reports 26, 2340–2352.e1–e5, February 26, 2019 e5
